With this, Esclangon-Landau theorems for solutionsy oflinear neutral delay differencedifferential systems are obtained: Ify is bounded e.g. in a weighted L p-or Stepanoff-norm, then so are the y(m). This holds also for some nonlinear functional differential equations.
INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS
To prove that bounded solutions of certain linear differential equations are quasiperiodic, Esclangon [6, 7] needed and demonstrated that such bounded solutions have bounded derivatives. This result was later used by Bohr and Neugebauer [4] to get the almost periodicity of bounded solutions of nth order linear equations with constant coefficients and almost periodic right-hand side.
* E-mail: guenzler@math.uni-kiel.de. Landau [21] extended Esclangon's result on the boundedness of the derivatives of bounded solutions to linear differential equations with only bounded coefficients. In the following we will call such theorems "Esclangon-Landau-" or "EL-results". They have played an important role in the discussion of the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of differential equations, see e.g. Basit and Zhikov [2] , Levitan and Zhikov [22, p. 95 and 97] , and the references in [3, p. 596]. In [3] EL-results were obtained for difference-differential equations and the sup-norm.
For his EL-results Landau showed, under some additional assumptions and with the sup-norm, for a compact interval, [lY (m) [I m, 0 < rn < n (0.1) ([20, 1913 for n 2, 21, 1930 p. 182, Hilfssatz 3]); a qualitative form can be found in Hardy and Littlewood [12, p. 422, Theorem 3]) We will call results of this type Landau inequalities; a thorough discussion of the many results in this direction can be found in Chapter of Mitrinovi6, Pe6ari6 and Fink [25] , mostly for scalar-valued y and unbounded intervals.
To get EL-results for LP-bounded and Banach-space-valued solutions, one needs however (0.1) or related inequalities for bounded intervals and such norms, then not so much can be found in the literature. In Section we discuss first the relations between various forms of (0.1), especially the asymptotic form (for compact intervals approaching the boundary) needed later, for vector-valued y.
It turns out that a stronger version of (0.1) is a Nirenberg inequality [26, appendix], [lY(m)ll n-mlly(n)II + ge-mllY[I, 0 < o a weaker variant is obtained by replacing Ke --m by an arbitrary function S(e) (Halperin and Pitt [11] [[yI[[ 0, then [[y'I[[ 0; n Ily(m)III n < Allyllln-mlly(n)IIIm, 0 < m < n, I(y) C I C J (1.5) (the y(m) need not be in V).
Landau inequalities have been introduced in [20, n-- [27] . which is (1.11) for n + 1 and rn n, with even 0 < 6 < 2or.
Substituting this in (1.11), one gets for 0 < rn < n Ym _ n-mtYn+l q-gn((4g)nEn-m6-n q-E-m)yo for 0 < e _< cr and 0 < 6 _< 2or. So 6 e is possible, yielding with (4K) n >
Ym <_ e(n+l)-myn+l q-Kn(2(4K)n)e-myo, 0 < e <_ Crn+l with (1.13), this holds for 0 < rn < n + 1.
So
Kn+l 2(4K)nKn 2(4K)n2n-4(4K) ()= 2n+l-4(4K) (%1).
In the above, the case r gives LEMMA 1.11 IfN (K) holds with 4K > 1, then N (Kn) holds, with (1.12).
LEMMA 1.12 For each n >_ 2, NSn and LSn are equivalent, with An (1 + el/e)nK-I resp. K, n-1/(n-1),n, (1.14)
provided K > resp. .n > 1.
Remark For n 2, A2 4K2 by (1.15); (1.14) can be improved to
Proof We show the equivalence even for each fixed m, 0 < m < n. If, [25, p. 11 IlY'(x) l l -< Proof Sincewith V := LPw(I,X) ofCorollary2.6anyy E C(2)(I,X)with y(J) E Vfor 0 < j_< 2 can be extended to an z C2)(J, X) [10, 18, p. 229, 25, pp. 2-7, 28, 30, p. 4 [a, o) resp. I, < p < o, w as in Proposition 2.1, to y c(n)(J, X) with y(n) 0 and Stepanoff-norm Ilyllsw. For /3< oe one has (2.28) only with some ,= ,(n,p, IJI,y(a),y'(a), y2(cxz)) < oe, < p < oe.
The proof follows for n 2 from Proposition 2.7 with w 1, C 1/2, 60=oe, I= [c,x] , r=(1/2)l/plI resp. (1/2)1II, b-y2(x), using v/x(p) / 1II with X(P) right-hand side of (2. /'/n a gives the same for y(k), 0 < k < n. COROLLARY 3.2 Theorem 3.1 holds in the following cases, with m, n, J, tj, X, (3.1), (3.4) as there (a) lip, w of (2.2), < p < cx, w as in Proposition 2.1, and only (yI)Io)[JV=LPw(J,X); here D=C of (2.1), Io= [a,a+ min2 _<j t] resp. . (b) Stepanoff-norm Ilsw. of(2.22), _< p < ,j= [, ) , w andD as in (a) . (c) (a) and (b In the following we assume m, n, tj, J, X, V, with (3.2), (3.3) and aj with (3.4) as in Theorem 3.1, y C)(J', X), ytj(t):--y(t-tj), all (yl)llJ V for compact I c J, < j < m, 0 < k < n, with y 0 on I if [a,x] II(ylklI) JII O(ll(yIx) JIIl/k(la/l-I1/nll). (3.8) This can be applied to systems (3.6) withy column vector (Yl, Yr) with values in Xr, ajn matrix valued with components an, uv(t)E L(X), with aln unit matrix, X'= Banach algebra, ,), ('Yku) 
